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ABSTRACT

1.

Deaf and hard of hearing individuals need accommodations
that transform aural to visual information, such as tran
scripts generated in real-time to enhance their access to
spoken information in lectures and other live events. Pro
fessional captionists’s transcripts work well in general events
such as community, administrative or legal meetings, but is
often perceived as not readable enough in specialized con
tent events such as higher education classrooms. Profes
sional captionists with experience in specialized content ar
eas are scarce and expensive. Commercial automatic speech
recognition (ASR) software transcripts are far cheaper, but
is often perceived as unreadable due to ASR’s sensitivity to
accents, background noise and slow response time. We eval
uate the readability of a new crowd captioning approach
in which captions are typed collaboratively by classmates
into a system that aligns and merges the multiple incom
plete caption streams into a single, comprehensive real-time
transcript. Our study asked 48 deaf and hearing readers to
evaluate transcripts produced by a professional captionist,
automatic speech recognition software and crowd captioning
software respectively and found the readers preferred crowd
captions over professional captions and ASR.

Deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) individuals typically can
not understand audio alone, and access to the audio through
accommodations that translate the auditory information to
visual information. The most common accommodations are
real-time transcription or sign language translation of the
audio.
As a low incidence disability, deaf and hard of hearing
individuals are evenly and thinly spread [18]. As a result,
many DHH individuals tend to be located far from major
population centers and ﬁnd it hard to obtain accommoda
tion providers, especially those who can handle situations
that require specialized content knowledge. These providers
prefer to live in close to areas where they can obtain enough
demand to provide services. If there is not enough demand
for providers in the area, there is a catch-22 for the DHH
students and institutions. Therefore, for many institutions
in terms of content knowledge, availability and cost, it is
best to use accommodation services centered on the student
such as classmates or on-demand remote workers.
This paper analyzes the readability of a new studentcentered approach to real-time captioning in which multi
ple classmates simultaneously caption speech in real-time.
Although classmates cannot type as quickly as the natural
speaking rate of most speakers, we have found that they can
provide accurate partial captions. We align and merge the
multiple incomplete caption streams into a single, compre
hensive real-time transcript. We compare deaf and hear
ing students’ evaluation of the eﬀectiveness and usability of
this crowd-sourced real-time transcript against transcripts
produced by professional captionists and automatic speech
recognition software respectively.
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2.

BACKGROUND

Equal access to communication is fundamental to stu
dents’ academic success, but is often taken for granted. In
mainstream environments where deaf, hard-of-hearing, and
hearing students study and attend classes together, people
tend to assume that captioners or interpreters enable full
communication between deaf and hearing people in the class.
This assumption is especially detrimental as it does not ad
dress other information accessibility issues such as trans
lation delays that impact interaction and readability that
impacts comprehension.
There are two popular approaches to generating real-time
captions that attempt to convey every spoken word in the
classroom: professional captioning and automatic speech

(a) A stenograph keyboard that shows its phoneticbased keys.

(b) A stenographer’s typical Words Per Minute
(WPM) limit and range.

Figure 1: Professional Real-Time Captioning using
a stenograph
recognition (ASR). Both professional captioning and ASR
provide a real-time word-for-word display of what is said in
class, as well as options for saving the text after class for
study. We discuss the readability of these approaches and
a new approach, which utilizes crowd sourcing to generate
real-time captions.

2.1

Professional Captioning

The most widely used approach, Communications Access
Real Time (CART), is generated by professional captionists
who use shorthand software to generate captions can keep
up with natural speaking rates. Although popular, profes
sional captioners undergo years of training, which results in
professional captioning services being expensive. Further
more, captionists usually have inadequate content knowl
edge and dictionaries to handle higher education lectures
in speciﬁc ﬁelds. is the most reliable transcription service,
but is also the most expensive one. Trained stenographers
type in shorthand on a stenographic (short hand writing sys
tem) keyboard as shown in Figure 1. This keyboard maps
multiple key presses to phonemes that are expanded to ver
batim full text. Stenography requires 2-3 years of training
to achieve at least 225 words per minute (WPM) and up to
300 WPM that is needed to consistently transcribe all realtime speech, which helps to explain the current cost of more
than $100 an hour. CART stenographers need only to rec
ognize and type in the phonemes to create the transcript,
which enables them to type fast enough to keep up with
the natural speaking rate. But the software translation of
phonemes to words requires a dictionary that already con
tains the words used in the lecture; typing in new words
into the dictionary slows down the transcription speed con
siderably. The stenographer can transcribe speech even if
the words or phonemes do not make sense to them, e.g., if

the speech words appear to violate rules of grammar, pro
nunciation, or logic. If the captioner cannot understand the
phoneme or word at all, then they cannot transcribe it.
In response to the high costs of CART, computer-based
macro expansion services like C-Print were developed and in
troduced. C-Print is a type of nearly-realtime transcription
that was developed at the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf. The captionist balances the tradeoﬀ between typ
ing speed and summarization, by including as much informa
tion as possible, generally providing a meaning-for-meaning
but not verbatim translation of the spoken English content.
This system enables operators who are trained in academic
situations to consolidate and better organize the text with
the goal of creating an end result more like class notes that
may be more conducive to for learning. C-Print captionists
need less training, and generally charge around $60 an hour.
As the captionist normally cannot type as fast as the natural
speaking rate, they are not able to produce a verbatim realtime transcript. Also, the captionist can only eﬀectively
convey classroom content if they understand that content
themselves. The advantage is that the C-Print transcript
accuracy and readability is high [21], but the disadvantage
of this approach is that the transcript shows the summary
that is based on the captionist’s understanding of the ma
terial, which may be diﬀerent from the speaker or reader’s
understanding of the material.
There are several captioning challenges in higher edu
cation. The ﬁrst challenge is content knowledge - lecture
information is dense and contains specialized vocabulary.
This makes it hard to identify and schedule captionists who
are both skilled in typing and have the appropriate content
knowledge. Another captioning issue involves transcription
delay, which occurs when captionists have to understand
the phonemes or words and then type in what they have
recognized. As a result, captionists tend to type the mate
rial to students with a delay of several seconds. This pre
vents students from eﬀectively participating in an interac
tive classroom. Another challenge is speaker identiﬁcation,
in which captionist are unfamiliar with participants and are
challenged to properly identify the current speaker. They
can simplify this by recognizing the speaker by name, or ask
ing the speaker to pause before beginning until the captionist
has caught up and had an opportunity to identify the new
speaker. In terms of availability, captionists typically are
not available to transcribe live speech or dialogue for short
periods or on-demand. Professional captionists usually need
at least a few hours advance notice, and prefer to work in
1-hour increments so as to account for their commute times.
As a result, students cannot easily decide at the last minute
to attend a lecture or after class interactions with peers and
teacher. Captionists used to need to be physically present at
the event they were transcribing, but captioning services are
increasingly being oﬀered remotely [12, 1]. Captionists of
ten are simply not available for many technical ﬁelds [21, 8].
Remote captioning oﬀers the potential to recruit captionists
familiar with a particular subject (e.g., organic chemistry)
even if the captionist is located far away from an event. Se
lecting for expertise further reduces the pool of captionists.
A ﬁnal challenge is their cost - professional captionists are
highly trained to keep up with speech with low errors rates,
and so are highly paid. Experienced verbatim captionists’
pay can exceed $200 an hour, and newly trained summariza
tion captionists can go as low as $60 an hour [21].

2.2

Automatic Speech Recognition

ASR platforms typically use probabilistic approaches to
translate speech to text. These platforms face challenges
in accurately capturing modern classroom lectures that can
have one or more of the following challenges: extensive tech
nical vocabulary, poor acoustic quality, multiple informa
tion sources, speaker accents, or other problems. They also
impose a processing delay of several seconds and the de
lay lengthens as the amount of data to be analyzed gets
bigger. In other words, ASR works well under ideal situa
tions, but degrades quickly in many real settings. Kheir et
al. [12] found that untrained ASR software had 75% accu
racy rate, but with training, could go to 90% under ideal
single speaker, but this accuracy rate was still too low for
use by deaf students. In the best possible case, in which
the speaker has trained the ASR and wears a high-quality,
noise-canceling microphone, the accuracy can be above 90%.
When recording a speaker using a standard microphone on
ASR not trained for the speaker, accuracy rates plummet to
far below 50%. Additionally, the errors made by ASR often
change the meaning of the text, whereas we have found nonexpert captionists are much more likely to simply omit words
or make spelling errors. In Figure 2 for instance, the ASR
changes ‘two fold axis’ to ‘twenty four lexus’, whereas the c
typists typically omit words they do not understand or make
spelling errors. Current ASR is speaker-dependent, has diﬃ
culty recognizing domain-speciﬁc jargon, and adapts poorly
to vocal changes, such as when the speaker is sick [6, 7].
ASR systems generally need substantial computing power
and high-quality audio to work well, which means systems
can be diﬃcult to transport. They are also ill-equipped to
recognize and convey tone, attitudes, interest and emphasis,
and to refer to visual information such as slides or demon
strations. ASR services charge about $15-20 an hour. How
ever, these systems are more easily integrated with other
functions such as multimedia indexing.

2.3

Crowd Captions in the Classroom

Deaf and hard of hearing students have had a long history
of enhancing their classroom accessibility by collaborating
with classmates. For example, they often arrange to copy
notes from a classmate and share it with their study group.
Crowdsourcing has been applied to oﬄine transcription with
great success [2], but has just recently been used for realtime transcription [15]. Applying a collaborative caption
ing approach among classmates enables real-time transcrip
tion from multiple non-experts, and crowd agreement mech
anisms can be utilized to vet transcript quality [14].
We imagine a deaf or hard of hearing person eventually
being able to capture aural speech with her cellphone any
where and have captions returned to her with a few seconds
latency. She may use this to follow along in a lecture for
which a professional captionist was not requested, to par
ticipate in informal conversation with peers after class, or
enjoy a movie or other live event that lacks closed caption
ing. These use cases currently beyond the scope of ASR, and
their serendipitous nature precludes pre-arranging a profes
sional captionist. Lasecki et al. have demonstrated that a
modest number of people can provide reasonably high cov
erage over the caption stream, and introduces an algorithm
that uses overlapping portions of the sequences to align and
merge them using the Legion:Scribe system [15]. Scribe is
based on the Legion [13] framework, which uses crowds of

…………………………….that has a two fold axis…….

………….have a crystal that……………………………..

...we have a crystal………………………………………..

...we have a crystal that has a two fold axis…..

Figure 2: The crowd captioning interface. The in
terface provides a text input box at the bottom, and
shifts text up as users type (either when the text hits
the end of the box, or when the user presses the
enter key). To encourage users to continue typing
even when making mistakes, editing of text is dis
abled word by word. Partial captions are forwarded
to the server in real-time, which uses overlapping
segments and the order in segments are received to
align and merge them.

workers to accomplish tasks in real-time. Unlike Legion,
Scribe merges responses to create a single, better, response
instead of selecting from inputs to select the best sequence.
This merger is done using an online multiple sequence align
ment algorithm that aligns worker input to both reconstruct
the ﬁnal stream and correct errors (such as spelling mis
takes) made by individual workers.
Crowd captioning oﬀers several potential beneﬁts over ex
isting approaches. First, it is potentially much cheaper than
hiring a professional captionist because non-expert caption
ists do not need extensive training to acquire a speciﬁc skill
set, and thus may be drawn from a variety of sources, e.g.
classmates, audience members, microtask marketplaces, vol
unteers, or aﬀordable and readily available employees. Our
workforce can be very large because, for people who can
hear, speech recognition is relatively easy and most peo
ple can type accurately. The problem is that individually
they cannot type quickly enough to keep up with natural
speaking rates, and crowd captioning nicely remedies this
problem. Recent work has demonstrated that small crowds
can be recruited quickly on-demand (in less than 2 seconds)
from such sources[4, 3]. Scribe4Me enabled DHH users to

receive a transcript of a short sound sequence in a few min
utes, but is not able to produce verbatim captions over long
periods of time [17].
In previous work, we developed a crowd captioning sys
tem that accepts realtime transcription from multiple nonexperts as shown in Figure 2. While non-experts cannot type
as quickly as the natural speaking rate, we have found that
they can provide accurate partial captions. Our system re
cruits fellow students with no training and compensates for
slower typing speed and lower accuracy by combining the ef
forts of multiple captionists simultaneously and merges these
partial captions in real-time. We have shown that groups of
non-experts can achieve more timely captions than a pro
fessional captionist, that we can encourage them to focus
on speciﬁc portions of the speech to improve global cover
age, and that it is possible to recombine partial captions and
eﬀectively tradeoﬀ coverage and precision [15].

lecture transcripts have a very diﬀerent proﬁle. For compari
son purposes, we selected a 50 minute long clip from the MIT
Open CourseWare (OCW) website1 . The audio sample was
picked from a lecture segment in which the speech was rela
tively clear.We chose this lecture because it combined both
technical and non-technical components. We found that the
lecture had 9137 words, of which 1428 were unique, at 182.7
wpm. Furthermore, over two thirds of the transcript con
sisted of around 500 words, which is double the size of the
captioned TV word set.

2.4

3.1

Real-time text reading versus listening

Most people only see real-time text on TV at the bar or
gym in the form of closed captions, which tend to have no
ticeable errors. However, those programs are captioned by
live captionists or stenographers. To reduce errors, these
real-time transcripts are often corrected and made into a
permanent part of the video ﬁle by oﬀ-line captionists who
prepare captions from pre-recorded videotapes and thor
oughly review the work for errors before airing.
The translation of speech to text is not direct, but rather
is interpreted and changed in the course of each utterance.
Markers like accent, tone, and timbre are stripped out and
represented by standardized written words and symbols. Then
the reader interprets these words and ﬂow to make meanings
for themselves. Captionists tend not to include all spoken
information so that readers can keep up with the transcript.
Captionists are encouraged to alter the original transcrip
tion to provide time for the readers to completely read the
caption and to synchronize with the audio. This is needed
because, for a non-orthographic language like English, the
length of a spoken utterance is not necessarily proportional
to the length of a spelled word. In other words, reading
speed is not the same as listening speed, especially for realtime scrolling text, as opposed to static pre-prepared text.
For static text, reading speed has been measured at 291 wpm
[19]. By contrast the average caption rate for TV programs
is 141 wpm [11], while the most comfortable reading rate for
hearing, hard-of-hearing, and deaf adults is around 145 wpm
[10]. The reason is that the task of viewing real-time cap
tions involved diﬀerent processing demands in visual loca
tion and tracking of moving text on a dynamic background.
English literacy rates among deaf and hard of hearing peo
ple who is low compared to hearing peers. Captioning re
search has shown that both rate and text reduction and
viewer reading ability are important factors, and that cap
tions need to be provided within 5 seconds so that the reader
can participate [20].
The number of spoken words and their complexity can also
inﬂuence the captioning decision on the amount of words
to transcribe and degree of summarization to include so as
to reduce the reader’s total cognitive load. Jensema et al.
[10] analyzed a large sample of captioned TV programs and
found that the total set had around 800K words consisting
of 16,000 unique words. Furthermore, over two-thirds of the
transcript words consisted of 250 words. Higher education

3.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the eﬃcacy of crowd-sourced real-time tran
scripts, we compared deaf and hearing user evaluations on
their perceptions of the usability of crowd-sourced real-time
transcripts against Computer Aided Real-Time transcripts
(CART) and Automatic Speech Recognition transcripts (ASR).

Design Criteria

Based on prior work as well our own observations and
experiences, we have developed the following design criteria
for eﬀective real-time transcript presentation for deaf and
hard of hearing students:
1. The transcript must have enough information to be
understood by the viewer.
2. The transcript must not be too fast or too slow so that
it can be comfortably read.
3. Reading must not require substantial backtracking.

3.2

Transcript Generation

We obtained three transcriptions of an OCW lecture us
ing crowd captioners, professional captioner and automatic
speech recognition software and generated three transcripts
of the lecture.
A professional real-time stenographer captionist who charged
$200 an hour to create a professional real-time transcript of
the lecture. The captioner listened to the audio and tran
scribed in real-time. The mean typing speed was about 180
wpm with a latency of 4.2 seconds. We calculated latency
by averaging the latency of all matched words.
We recruited 20 undergraduate students to act as nonexpert captionists for our crowd captioning system. These
students had no special training or previous formal experi
ence transcribing audio. Participants then provided partial
captions for the lecture audio. The ﬁnal transcript speed
was about 130 WPM, with a latency of 3.87 seconds.
In addition to the these two transcripts, we generated a
transcript using an automatic speech recognition ASR us
ing Nuance Dragon Naturally Speaking 11 software. We
used an untrained proﬁle to simulate our target context of
students transcribing speech from new or multiple speakers.
To conduct this test, the audio ﬁles were played, and redi
rected to Dragon. We used a software loop to redirect the
audio signal without resampling using SoundFlower2 , and
a custom program to record the time when each word was
generated by the ASR. The ASR transcript speed was 71.0
wpm (SD=23.7) with a latency of 7.9 seconds.

3.3
1
2

Transcript Evaluation

http://ocw.mit.edu/
http://code.google.com/p/soundﬂower/

Figure 4: A comparison of the ﬂow for each tran
script. Both CART and crowd captions exhibit a
relatively smooth real-time text ﬂow. Students pre
fer this ﬂow over the more choppy ASR transcript
ﬂow.

Figure 3: The transcript viewing experience.

We recruited 48 students for the study over two weeks to
participate in the study and evenly recruited both deaf and
hearing students, male amd female. Twenty-one of the of
them were deaf, four of them were hard of hearing and the
remainder, twenty-four, were hearing. There were 21 females
and 27 males, which reﬂects the gender balance on campus.
Their ages ranged from 18 to 29 and all were students at
RIT, ranging from ﬁrst year undergraduates to graduate
students. We recruited through ﬂyers and word of mouth
on the campus. We asked students to contact and schedule
through email appointment. All students were reimbursed
for their participation. All deaf participants were asked if
they used visual accommodations for their classes, and all
of them answered aﬃrmatively.
Testing was conducted in a quiet room with a 22 inch
ﬂat-screen monitor as shown in Figure 3. Each person was
directed to an online web page that explained the purpose of
the study. Next, the students were asked to complete a short
demographic questionnaire in order to determine eligibility
for the test and asked for informed consent. Then they were
asked to view a short 30 second introductory video to fa
miliarize themselves with the process of viewing transcripts.
Then the students were asked to watch a series of transcripts
on the same lecture, each lasting two minutes. Each clip was
labeled Transcript 1, 2 and 3, and were presented in a ran
domized order without any accompanying audio. The total
time for the study was about 15 minutes.
After the participant completed watching all three video
clips of the real-time transcripts, they were asked to com
plete a questionnaire. The questionnaire asked three ques
tions. The ﬁrst question asked “How easy was it to follow
transcript 1?”. In response to the question, the participants

were presented with a a Likert scale that ranged from 1
through 5, with 1 being “Very hard” to 5 being “very easy”.
The second question asked “How easy was it to follow tran
script 2?”. In response to this question, participants were
prompted to answer using a similar Likert scale response as
in question 1. The third question was “How easy was it to
follow transcript 3?”. In response to this question, partic
ipants were promoted with a similar, corresponding Likert
scale response to question 1 and 2. Then participants were
asked to answer in their own words to three questions that
asked participants for their thoughts about following the
lecture through the transcripts; the ﬁrst video transcript
contained the captions created by the stenographer. The
answers were open ended and many participants gave won
derful feedback. The second video transcript contained the
captions created by the automatic speech recognition soft
ware, in this case, Dragon Naturally Speaking v. 11. The
third and ﬁnal video transcript contained the captions cre
ated by the crowd captioning process.

4.

DISCUSSION

For the user preference questions, there was a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the Likert score distribution between Tran
scripts 1 and 2 or 2 and 3. In general, participants found it
hard to follow Transcript 2 (automatic speech recognition);
the median rating for it was a 1, i.e.,“Very hard”. The qual
itative comments indicated that many of them thought the
transcript was too choppy and had too much latency. In con
trast, participants found it easier to follow either Transcript
1 (professional captions) or 3 (crowd captions). Overall both
deaf and hearing students had similar preference ratings
for both crowd captions and professional captions (CART),
in the absence of audio. While the overall responses for
crowd captions was slightly higher at 3.15 (SD=1.06) than
for professional captions (CART) at 3.08 (SD=1.24), the
diﬀerences were not statistically signiﬁcant (χ2 = 32.52,
p < 0.001). There was a greater variation in preference rat
ings for professional captions than for crowd captions. When
we divided the students into deaf and hearing subgroups and

Figure 5: A graph of the latencies for each tran
script (professional, automatic speech recognition
and crowd). CART and Crowd Captions have rea
sonable latencies of less than 5 seconds, which allows
students to keep up with class lectures, but not con
sistently participate in class questions and answers,
or other interactive class discussion.

looked at their Likert preference ratings, there was no signiﬁ
cant diﬀerence between crowd captions and professional cap
tions for deaf students (χ2 = 25.44, p < 0.001). Hearing stu
dents as a whole showed signiﬁcant diﬀerence between crowd
captions and professional captions (χ2 = 19.56, p = 0.07).
The qualitative comments from hearing students revealed
that transcript ﬂow as shown in Figure 4, latency as shown
in Figure 5 and speed were signiﬁcant factors in their pref
erence ratings. For example, one hearing student had the
following comment for professional captioned real-time tran
script: “The words did not always seem to form coherent
sentences and the topics seemed to change suddenly as if
there was no transition from one topic to the next. This
made it hard to understand so I had to try and reread it
quickly”. In contrast, for crowd captioning, the same stu
dent commented : “I feel this was simpler to read mainly
because the words even though some not spelled correctly or
grammatically correct in English were fairly simple to fol
low. I was able to read the sentences about there being two
sub-trees, the left and the right and that there are two halves
of the algorithm attempted to be explained. The word order
was more logical to me so I didn’t need to try and reread
it”. On the other hand for the professional captions, a deaf
student commented: “It was typing slowly so I get distracted
and I looked repeatedly from the beginning”; and for crowd
captions, the deaf student commented: “It can be confus
ing so slow respsone on typing, so i get distracted on other
paragraphs just to keep myself focused”.
Overall, hearing participants appeared to like the slower
and more smooth ﬂowing crowd transcript rather than the
faster and less smooth captions. Deaf participants appear
to accept all transcripts. It may be that the deaf students
are more used to bad and distorted inpurt and more easily
skip or tolerate errors by picking out key words, but this
or any other explanation requires further research. These
considerations would seem to be particularly important in
educational contexts where material may be captioned with
the intention of making curriculum-based information avail
able to learners.
A review of the literature on captioning comprehension
and readability shows this result is consistent with ﬁnd

ings from Burnham et al. [5], who found that there was
no reduction in comprehension of text reduction for deaf
adults, whether good or poor at reading. The same study
also found that slower caption rates tended to assist com
prehension of more proﬁcient readers, but this was not the
case for less proﬁcient readers. This may explain why hear
ing students signiﬁcantly preferred crowd captions over pro
fessional captions, whereas deaf students did not show any
signiﬁcant preference for crowd captions over professional
captions. Since deaf students on average have a wider range
of reading skills, it appears slower captions for the less pro
ﬁcient readers in this group does not help. Based on the
qualitative comments, it appears that these students pre
ferred to have a smoother word ﬂow and to keep latency low
rather than to slow down the real-time text. In fact, many of
the less proﬁcient readers commented that the captions were
too slow. We hypothesize that these students, who tend to
use interpreters rather than real-time captions, are focusing
on key-words and ignore the rest of the text.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

Likert ratings showed that hearing students rated crowd
captions at or higher than professional captions, while deaf
students rated both equally. A summary of qualitative com
ments on crowd captions suggests that these transcripts are
presented at a readable pace, phrasing and vocabulary made
more sense and that captioning ﬂow is better than profes
sional captioning or Automatic Speech Recognition.
We hypothesize that this ﬁnding is attributable to two fac
tors. The ﬁrst factor is that the speaking rate typically varies
from 175-275 wpm [19], which is faster than the reading rate
for captions of around 100-150 wpm, especially for dense
lectures material. The second factor is that the timing for
listening to spoken language is diﬀerent from the timing for
reading written text. Speakers often pause, change rhythm
or repeat themselves. The end-result is that the captioning
ﬂow is as important as traditional captioning metrics such as
coverage, accuracy and speed, if not more. The averaging of
multiple caption streams into an aggregate stream appears
to smooth the ﬂow of text as perceived by the reader, as
compared with the ﬂow of text in professional captioning or
ASR captions.
We think the crowd captionists are are typing the most
important information to them, in other words, dropping
the unimportant bits and this happens to better match the
reading rate. As the captionists are working simultaneously,
it can be regarded as a group vote for the most important
information. A group of non-expert captionists appear to
better able to collectively catch, understand and summarize
as well as a single expert captioner. The constraint of the
maximum average reading real-time transcript word ﬂow re
duces the need for making a trade oﬀ between coverage and
speed; beyond a speed of about 140 words per minute [10],
coverage and ﬂow becomes more important. In other words,
assuming a limiting reading rate (especially for dense lec
ture information), the comments show that students prefer
to condensed material so that they can maintain reading
speed/ﬂow to keep up with the instructor.
One of the key advantages to using human captionists
instead of ASR is the types of errors which are generated
system when it fails to correctly identify a word. Instead
of random text, humans are capable of inferring meaning,
and selecting from possible words which make sense in the

context of the speech. We anticipate this will make quickCaption more usable than automated systems even in cases
where there may be minimal diﬀerence in measures such as
accuracy and coverage.
We propose a new crowd captioning approach that recruits
classmates and others to transcribe and share classroom lec
tures. Classmates are likely to be more familiar with the
topic being discussed, and to be used to the speaker’s style.
We show that readers prefer this approach. This approach
is less expensive and is more inclusive, scalable, ﬂexible and
easier to deploy than traditional captioning, especially when
used with mobile devices. This approach can scale in terms
of classmates and vocabulary, and can enable eﬃcient re
trieval and viewing on a wide range of devices. The crowd
captioning transcript, as an average of multiple streams from
all captionists, is likely to be more consistent and have less
surprise than any single captionist, and have less delay, all of
which reduce the likelihood of information loss by the reader.
This approach can be viewed as a parallel note-taking that
beneﬁts all students who get an high coverage, high quality
reviewable transcript that none of them could normally type
on their own.
We have introduced the idea of real-time non-expert cap
tioning, and demonstrated through coverage experiments
that this is a promising direction for future research. We
show that deaf and hearing students alike prefer crowd cap
tions over ASR because the students ﬁnd the errors easier to
backtrack on and correct in real-time. Most people cannot
tolerate an error rate of 10% or more as errors can com
pletely change the meaning of the text. Human operators
who correct the errors on-the-ﬂy make these systems more
viable, opening the ﬁeld to operators with far less expertise
and the ability to format, add punctuation, and indicate
speaker changes. Until the time ASR becomes a mature
technology that can handle all kinds of speech and environ
ments, human assistance in captioning will continue to be
an essential ingredient in speech transcription.
We also notice that crowd captions appear to have more
accurate technical vocabulary than either ASR or profes
sional captions. Crowd captioning outperforms ASR in many
real settings. Non-expert real-time captioning has not yet,
and might not ever, replace professional captionists or ASR,
but it shows lot of promise. The reason is that a single cap
tioner cannot optimize their dictionary fully, as they have
to to adapt to various teachers, lecture content and their
context. Classmates are much better positioned to adapt to
all of these, and fully optimize their typing, spelling, and
ﬂow. Crowd captioning enables the software and users to
eﬀectively adapt to a variety of environments that a single
captionist and dictionary cannot handle.
One common thread among the feedback comments re
vealed that deaf participants are not homogenous, and there
there is no neat unifying learning style abstraction. Lesson
complexity, learning curves, expectations, anxiety, trust and
suspicions can all can aﬀect learning experiences and indi
rectly the satisfaction and rating of transcripts.

6.

FUTURE WORK

From the perspective of a reader viewing a real-time tran
script, not all errors are equally important, and human per
ceptual errors of the dialog is much easier for users to un
derstand and adapt to than ASR errors. Also unlike ASR,
crowd captioning can handle poor dialog audio or untrained

speech, e.g. multiple speakers, meetings, panels, audience
questions. Using this knowledge, we hope to be able to en
courage crowd captioning workers to leverage their under
standing of the context that content is spoken in to capture
the segments with the highest information content.
Non-expert captionists and ASR make diﬀerent types of
errors. Speciﬁcally, humans generally type words that ac
tually appear in the audio, but miss many words. Auto
matic speech recognition often misunderstands which word
was spoken, but generally gets then number of words spo
ken nearly correct. One approach may be to use ASR as a
stable underlying signal for real-time transcription, and use
non-expert transcription to replace incorrect words. This
may be particularly useful when transcribing speech that
contains jargon terms. A non-expert captionist could type
as many of these terms as possible, and could ﬁt them into
the transcription provided by ASR where appropriate.
ASR usually cannot provide a reliable conﬁdence level of
their own accuracy. On the other hand, the crowd usually
has a better sense of their own accuracy. One approach to
leverage this would be to provide an indication of the conﬁ
dence the system has in recognition accuracy. This could be
done in many ways, for example through colors. This would
enable the users to pick their own conﬁdence threshold.
It would be useful to add automatic speech recognition as
a complementary source of captions because its errors are
generally independent of non-expert captionists. This dif
ference means that matching captions input by captionists
and ASR can likely be used with high conﬁdence, even in the
absence of many layers of redundant captionists or ASR sys
tems. Future work also seeks to integrate multiple sources of
evidence, such as N-gram frequency data, into a probabilis
tic framework for transcription and ordering. Estimates of
worker latency or quality can also be used to weight the in
put of multiple contributors in order to reduce the amount of
erroneous input from lazy or malicious contributors, while
not penalizing good ones. This is especially important if
crowd services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk are to be
used to support these systems in the future. The models cur
rently used to align and merge sets of partial captions from
contributors are in their infancy, and will improve as more
work is done in this area. As crowd captioning improves,
students can begin to rely more on readable captions being
made available at any time for any speaker.
The beneﬁts of captioning by local or remote workers pre
sented in this paper aims to further motivate the use of
crowd captioning. We imagine a deaf or hard of hearing
person eventually being able to capture speech with her cell
phone anywhere and have captions returned to her within
a few seconds latency. She may use this to follow along
in a lecture for which a professional captionist was not re
quested, to participate in informal conversation with peers
after class, or enjoy a movie or other live event that lacks
closed captioning. These use cases currently beyond the
scope of ASR, and their serendipitous nature precludes pre
arranging a professional captionist. Moreover, ASR and pro
fessional captioning systems do not have a consistent way of
adding appropriate punctuation from lecture speech in realtime, resulting in captions that are very diﬃcult to read and
understand [9, 16].
A challenge in developing new methods for real-time cap
tioning is that it can be diﬃcult to quantify whether the
captions have been successful. As demonstrated here, us

ability and readability of real-time captioning is dependent
on much more than just Word Error Rate, involving at a
minimum naturalness of errors, regularity, latency and ﬂow.
These concepts are diﬃcult to capture automatically, which
makes it diﬃcult to make reliable comparisons across diﬀer
ent approaches. Designing metrics that can be universally
applied will improve our ability to make progress in systems
for real-time captioning.
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